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CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

This chapter provides some theories and concepts used as the foundation of

this research. There are two main points of this section. First, the description

theories of speaking that include the definition and elements of speaking. Second,

theories about self-efficacy that consists of the definition and factor effecting of

self-efficacy.

1.1 Speaking

This section contains the basic theories around speaking skill and it has two

parts. The first part is definition of speaking skill. The second part is elements of

speaking mastery.

2.1.1 Definition of Speaking

Speaking is process to built up the meaning of something that

related to producing, receiving, and processing information. Speaking

stands as an evidence how much the students competent in a language

(Zyoud, 2016). Speaking becomes most crucial skill since it is used for

basic communication. It takes a big part for daily life for people to

exchange ideas, information, and though a message orally (Afrizal,

2015).

In conclusion, speaking is a skill that is seen as the first capability

of someone in mastering second or foreign language and success is

measured in term of the ability to carry out the conversation in the
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language. However, it becomes the most demanding skill rather than

writing, listening and reading skill (Oradee, 2012).

Speaking in this research defined as students’ ability to express

themselves orally, coherently, fluently and appropriately in presenting a

purposeful context by using correct pronunciation, grammar, vocabulary

and provides the pragmatic and discourse rules of the spoken language.

2.1.2 Elements of Speaking Mastery

English Foreign Language (EFL) learners should deal with

requirement to show mastery in speaking while communicating with

others, according to Omari (2015) there are following sub competencies

for success communication in performing oral communication :

1. Fluency

Fluency is the main aspect as evaluation where foreign language

learner produces oral communication. Its about capability to use

language in real time that focuses on acceptable language for the target

language. Fluency deals with speed and pause during conversation with

others, its important because speaker need to take a breath as a necessity.

If English Foreign Language (EFL) students face difficulty to have

same rate in speaking, they may used common paused filler such as

“umm” and “uh” or with expression “ I mean ...”.

EFL students can freely share their own idea with English and give

respond spontaneity when other talk to them. They can express their
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idea in coherence that state in a normal level of continuity, rate and

effort. Fluency is the aim in learning foreign language.

2. Accuracy

Accuracy is ability to produce grammatically correct sentence

related to phonological, syntactic and semantic, and discourse features

of a language to avoid error in performance.

Accuracy is as important as fluency since it must be understood by

other speaker so the communication runs well. In this case the students

have a wide range of grammatical structures. It is important to pay

attention around correctness of completeness of language form as

effective communication.

3. Pronunciation

Pronunciation is the way of individual to produce spoken language

that deals with sound system and phonological process. It refers to

ability of language learner to produce clear language when they speak a

target language. They should be aware to the different sound and the

features. They also have to pay attention with the stress in words and

practice pronunciation over all.

4. Vocabulary

Vocabulary refers to appropriate selection during speaking that

deals with total number of words in a language that someone has.
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Commonly students face difficulties when they try to express what they

want to say because of lack vocabulary. They have to frequently

produce the same word to make it familiar to them and they can

understand to used it correctly.

5. Grammar

Grammar are the rules of a language. It tells how language works

in communicating idea , the idea can generally expressed sentences and

sentences are made by grouping and arranging words so grammar is

also called study of arranging words in sentences.

Language structure is a crucial part for foreign language learning

since it is useful for learners to see how language works in sentences

that facilitated their understanding of a language.

2.2 Self-efficacy

This section presents the description of self-efficacy in this research. There

are two points in this section, they are definition of self-efficacy and factors

effecting self-efficacy.

2.2.1 Definition of Self-efficacy

Self-efficacy is someone beliefs of their capabilities to handle and

taking certain action to lead someone to gain specific achievement

(Bandura in Gangloff and Mazilescu, 2017). The effort that put by

someone in doing the course influenced by efficacy beliefs when he
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faces challenges and failures, resilience, and the ability to deals with the

condition related to the chosen course.

Self-efficacy becomes causal factors in taking action and decision,

determines how far people will put their effort, influences the level of

perseverance and resilience when facing difficulties, and the degree of

success achiever. Thus, it makes sense that people who have high

self-efficacy will give much effort on what they want to achieve.

Basically, self-efficacy theory is beliefs of personal mastery and

success (outcomes expectation) that indicates whether people will

engage in particular action. An outcome expectation is a person’s belief

about the result from the action that given. These outcomes could be

determined the form of physical, social or self-evaluation effects.

Hopefulness of efficacy (personal mastery expectation) concerns how

belief’s of someone for their confidence about capability to produce

certain action. People who are motivated to perform such they believe

on themselves will gain the outcomes expected.

2.2.2 Factors Effecting Self-efficacy

Sense of self-efficacy or someone’s belief about themselves gained

from some processes. People who believe on their efficacy can be

developed by four main sources that bring causal factor of processes

(Bandura in Gangloff and Mazilescu, 2017). The four main sources are
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mastery/en-active experience, vicarious experience, social persuasion,

and emotional state.

1. Mastery/En-active Experience

Mastery experience is the most strongest source to bring powerful

awareness of efficacy that affected by people own experience.

2. Vicarious Experience

Vicarious experience provided by social models. Seeing someone

who put effort with same ability and success make she/he beliefs that

she/he can catches the success too.

3. Social Persuasion

Social persuasion deals with direct encouragement or

discouragement from others person. Generally, discouragement

becomes more effective at decreasing self-efficacy of someone than

encouragement goes to increasing someone self-efficacy. People who

are motivated by verbally persuaded will have capabilities to master the

given activities and they are possible to put greater effort when facing

problems than people who have self doubts. This process is called social

persuasions.

4. Emotional State

Emotional state refers to physiology of someone who gives

information about her/his ability. If someone freely from any kind of
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condition that makes someone in stressful, that means he has good

physiology condition. Good physiology condition will bring someone to

put high expectation of being success comparing to the one who in

stress condition as problems in his self that decreasing his hopefulness

to achieve the goal in the future.

2.2.3 Elements of Self-efficacy

There are several elements of self-efficacy which affect

individuals’ performance such as level, strength, and generality

(Bandura,1997).

1. Level

Level refers to the degree of task difficulty an individual believes

that he/she is able to deal with. Individuals self-efficacy of a certain task

level determines the expectation of being able at the level. There are

four level of the task difficulty based on 90% passing rate

(support.codility.com):

- Elementary: if 50% or more students have score 90%

- Easy : if 25%-50% students have score 90%

- Medium : if 12,5%-25% students have score 90%

- Hard : if 2,5% or less students have score 90%
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2. Strength

Strength refers to the degree of confidence that individuals have

about their beliefs in capabilities. This confidence will determine the

effort and persistence. Individuals who have high confidence put more

effort and not easy to give up when facing difficulties. However,

individuals who have low confidence will easily give up and lose their

spirit to keep trying when facing difficulties because they have doubt

about their capabilities to perform something. Moreover, the strength of

individuals’ belief in their capabilities will determine the degree of

relationship between self-efficacy and performance. There are several

criteria of strength :

1) Self-confidence

Student faces certain task or situation with beliefs on their

own ability that they can be successful. Self-confidence can leads

someone to have greater self-efficacy which increases their ability.

2) Accurate Self-evaluation

Students with high self-efficacy will to be able to evaluate

their-own performance accurately. They are able to look into

themselves realistically in order to pursue self-improvement.
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3) Willingness to Take Risk

Those with high self-efficacy are willing to take risks because

they understand that taking calculated risks increases the chance of

success. As they are not fearful of failure or mistakes, reasonable

risks can only increase self-efficacy.

4) Generality

Generality is the idea in which individuals’ self-efficacy is not

limited to a certain situation. It refers to various situations to which

self-efficacy beliefs can apply. Individuals may believe that he or

she is able to product the intended result only in certain area or in

various activities, and situation.

In short, individuals’ performance may be different because it

depends on their beliefs in their ability when they are given certain

tasks which vary in level of difficulty.


